McGill Persian Program Info Sheet

Professor: Dr. Taraneh Sanei
Email: taraneh.sanei@mcgill.ca
Office: Morrice Hall, Room 325

The Program Roadmap*

- ISLA 241D1
- ISLA 241D2
- ISLA 342D1
- ISLA 342D2
- ISLA 443D1
- ISLA 443D2

Introductory Persian

Lower-Intermediate Persian

Upper-Intermediate Persian

Advanced Persian

- Prof. Keshavmurthy

A Glimpse of Contents Covered at Each Level

Introductory Persian
- Perso-Arabic Script
- Conversation
- Reading/writing
- Introducing Iranian/Persian culture
- Getting introduced to Persian online spaces

Lower-Intermediate Persian
- Script variations and calligraphy
- Conversation
- Introducing Literature (Classical poetry/Modern prose)
- Navigating Persian online spaces

Upper-Intermediate Persian
- Performing arts and drama (movies, documentaries, music, play-reading)
- Formal registers (News, correspondence, etc.)
- Literature (Classical and Contemporary)
- Becoming a 'Persian-Internet' user

*Level placements/evaluations are available for students with prior knowledge of Persian. Contact taraneh.sanei@mcgill.ca.